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Pen a Poem Pen a Poem 

Start here

Poets use close observation to help them write something that sounds both new and true. 
Find your own eyes and voice and be truly creative by using our objects and word game.

Is the pen really mightier than the sword? I would like to think so. But this little penner’s 
knife is often overlooked in our main Civil War Gallery. Before you could ‘pen a poem’ in 
the seventeenth century you would need this little knife to help you strip the feathery 
end from a goose quill and sharpen its point. look closely at this object and its case and 
use it to help you pen a poem today.

Set an alarm for 1 minute 
and look very closely at the 
photograph of this object. 
Zoom in if you can.

Now write down 5-10 
words that came into your 
head whilst you were 
looking. Repeat and write 
5-10 more.

Circle 3-5 of your 
favourite words. Write 3-5 
more words you associate 
with each of these. This 
works best if these words are very 
specific and personal to your way 
of seeing the object.

Print out the word-dice 
sheets below and scribble 
your words on each face. 
I have collected groups of 
words together on these 
dice so they make phrases 
and sentences when the 
dice are rolled together but 
you can group your words 
in any way you like.

Hooked? Look here to 
find more images of our 
objects and create more 
poems using these or 
objects that are in your 
home. Now roll all the dice 

together and let them 
surprise you. Repeat lots of 
times and scribble down 
your favourite combinations 
of words. Use these as a 
starting point for your poem.

We would love to read your 
poems or even your 

favourite lines so do share your 
work with us
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These word dice will help create surprising 
lines for your poem. Have fun playing with the 
strange phrases you create!

Nouns

Verbs

Adjectives

Over
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ThroughAdd your own words and cut out the 
shapes. Fold along each line. Add a 
dab of glue to each tab (or use tape 
if you prefer). Follow the activity 
instructions to pen your poem!
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These word dice will help create surprising 
lines for your poem. Have fun playing with the 
strange phrases you create! Use this as a wordy 
warm up to help you get started
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InCut out the shapes. Fold along each 
line. Add a dab of glue to each tab 
(or use tape if you prefer) Follow 
the activity instructions to pen your 
poem!
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